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Introduction

College faculty use a variety of techniques for communicating course
plans and expectations to students. The most commonly used
technique is the course outline or syllabus. The syllabus serves as a
planning device to organize the course and to provide students with
information about course content, the instructor's expectations, the
methods of instruction and evaluation, and the overall course
rationale. When NCRIPTAL researchers examined syllabi from
different academic fields, we found wide variability in format and
content, ranging from one-page listings of student assignments to
ten-page documents containing detailed information about course
purposes and goals, content, textbooks, assignments, teaching
techniques, and the like. Despite this variability, the syllabi were
designed to communicate course information and instructor views of
the courses to the student.

In discussing courses with students we found they frequently
approach them with questions such as "Why do I have to take this
course?" "What am I going to learn in it?" What 's in it for me,
how does it relate to my interests?" An effective syyllabus explains
to students the rationale and purpose of the course as well as
course content and procedures. Recent research confirms the
assumption that students learn more effectively when they
understand faculty intentions about course matters. The syllabus is
a very effective tool for improving communication between the
instructor and the student, and it serves as at, agreement about the
purpose and direction of the course.

This guide was developed in response to faculty inquiries about how
to prepare more effective syllabi. Its content was derived from
several sources: discussions with faculty about course planning
procedures, interviews with students, reviews of workshops and
other literature, and analysis of a large number of syllabi from
different disciplines.
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How to Use This Syllabus Guide

This guide can be used in a number of ways. New instructors can
use it as a checklist of what might be included, or it can be used by
groups of faculty from different disciplines to stimulate discussion
about improving communication with students. It can also help an
instructor who is revising existing syllabi to determine if relevant
information has been omitted.

We do not suggest that every item listea be included in the syllabus,
although more comprehensive information is preferable to a briesC
outline, nor do we have a model syllabus in mind. We do suggesi
that it be sufficiently flexible to accommodate unanticipated student
differences. If necessary or desirable, it can be supplemented later
in the course. We have marked with an asterisk the items that
infrequently appear in syllabi that seem important in our judgment to
communicate to students.

The guide is organized into the following ten sections, each of which
is introduced by a short statement. These can be included and
ordered in the syllabus as desired.

1. Basic Information: Instructor and Course

2. Course Purpose, Goals, and Objectives

3. Educational Beliefs

4. Content Outline

5. Assignments and Course Calendar

6. Textbooks

7. Supplementary Readings

8. Methods of Instruction

9. Student Feedback and Grading Procedures

10. Learning Facilities and Resources for Students

vii



A number of the items included may seem obvious to the
experienced instructor; we found, however, they were often omitted
in the syllabi examined. As the suggestions expressed here are
open to verification, we encourage faculty to experiment with longer
and shorter syllabi and evaluate the effect on students. We believe
the use of this guide should assist faculty in improving course
communication with students as well as possibly influencing course
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Basic Information:
Instructor and Course

An effective syllabus should
provide the student with basic
information about both the
instructor and the course. Not
only does this information
establish a tone for the course,
it illustrates the instructor's
commitment to the student's
progress.

Increasingly, instructors use
electronic communication,
including computer
conferencing, to give students
easy access to faculty. If this
is encouraged, describe the
procedures in the syllabus as
well as in class.

While information about the
course may be found in the
college catalog or course
schedule, it may bear
repeating thus assuring Fill
students have the same
information.

BASIC INFORMATION

Instructor Information

Instructor's full name, title

Office location and telephone
number

Office hours'

Home telephone

Electronic address and
communication procedures

Instructor's accessibility'

Teaching assistant name(s),
phone(s), office acldress(es)

Course Information

Course title/number/credits

Class meeting times and
place

Catalog description

Prerequisites for the course

Students for whom the
course is intended

'Items seldom included, but
important to communicate



Course Purpose, Goals,
and Objectives

In our review of syllabi, we
found wide differences in how
instructors describe course
purposes and goals. Some
state their goals in
considerable detail while
others make no reference
whatsoever to them. We
believe a statement about the
course rationale can contribute
to effective communication
between the instructor and the
student. Students, particularly
in the first two years, may not
understand why they mutt
take a certain course or how it
will contribute to their overall
educational experience. Also,
they often bring their own
goals to a course and assume
compatibility between their
goals and thosfi of the
instructor. A description of the
course purpose in the syllabus
can clarify expectations for
students as it helps them
understand why they are in the
class and how it fits into their
educational plans. (See
Appendix A for examples of
course goal statements.)

Course rationale statement'

General course goals"

Specific objectives

Relationship of course to
student academic
development

Relatior ship of course to
program goals

Relationship of course to
general education
requirements

Relationship of course to
institutional mission

'Items seldom included, but
important to communicate
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Educational Beliefs

Faculty bring many different
beliefs to a course: beliefs
about students, beliefs about
educational purpose, and
beliefs about their teaching
role.

Beliefs about students may
strongly influence the course
planning and teaching
behaviors of instructors; thus,
some faculty find it useful to
describe their beliefs and
assumptions. By doing so,
students come to understand
the instructor's expectations.

EDUCATIONAL BELIEFS

Beliefs About Students*

Student capabilities

Prior preparation

Personal interests

E;tort anticipated

Comprehension of time or
personal pressures

Acceptance of students'
different learning styles

'Item seldom included, but
,mportant to commumcalti



EUCATIONAL BELIEFS

Faculty also possess a number
of beliefs about the purpose of
education z.nd how their
discipline or course fits into
that belief system. We have
identified eight commonly held
educational beliefs with which
faculty might identify. (See
Appendix B for an expanded
description of each item.)

V4 141

Beliefs About Educational

Purpose*

The purpose of education is to
make the world a better place
for all of us. (Social Change)

The purpose of education is to
teach students how to think
effectively. (Effective Thinking)

Whatever the curriculum,
effective education requires
that instructors attend closely
to instructional processes.
(Systematic Instruction)

The college mission and
available resources shr.uld
determine the educational
program. (Pragmatic
Considerations)

Education should involve
students in a series of per-
sonally enriching experiences.
(Personal Enrichment)

Education should emphasize
the great products and
discoveries of the human
mind. (Great Ideas/Traditional
Concepts)

A fundamental role of
education is to help students
achieva their vocational goals.
(Vocational Goals)

Education should help students
clarity their beliefs and values.
(Value Development)

°Item seldom included. but
important to communicate



Faculty can identify with a
number of different teaching
roles, depending on the type of
course and teaching methods
used. During the term or
semester, teachers enact
some or all of the teaching
roles listed at right. You may
wish to specify which of these
roles suits your purpose in
class.

EDUCATIONAL BELIEFS,.

Beliefs About Teaching Role*

-1

1

Teacher as expert

Teacher as formal authority

Teacher as socializing agent

Teacher as facilitator

Teacher as role model

Teacher as resource
consultant

I Teacher coach

Teacher a,; f-itinselor

'Item scIdom included, but
important to communicate



CONTENT OUTLINE

Content Outline

Some instructors outline the
course content in considerable
detail, listing a topic for each
class session and specifying the
expected reading for that
particular class. Others provide
only a listing of broad topics to
be covered during the semester.
One dilemma of providing a de-
tailed content outline is that the
course structure may be seen
as inflexible and the instructor
as unable to accommodate
student needs and interests.
On the other hand, detailed
outlines let the instructor clarify
relationships for students as
well as provide them with a
course structure. Instructors
might consider providing a
general topic outline the first
class session, and a revis..d.
detailed outline that reflects stu-
dent interests in later sessions.

Instructors may also choose to
describe the rationale under-
lying their choice and sequelce
of content. We have found that
content selection and sequen-
cing decisions are strongly
related to academic disciplines.
By describing the rationale
underlying content and
sequencing decisions, students
may more effectively grasp the
intellectual flow of the cc'irse
and its relationship to the
academic field in general.

Topic outline for course

Sequencing of course
content' (see Appendix C)

Rationale for course content'
(see Appendix D)

Definition of the discipline
(see Appendix E)

Substantive component
(assumptions cf the
discipline)

Syntactical component
(mode of inquiry of the
discipline)

Conjunctive component (the
relationship of the discipline
to °the,. fields)

Symbolic component (the
language of the discipline)

Skill component (the skills to
be applied)

Iterns seldom in.iuded, b,1
important to communicate



Assignments and
Course Calendar

When they receive a syllabus,
many students look
immediately at the list of
assignments since these
represent their workload.
Students frequently comment
that instructors describe
neither expectations for work
nor the relationship of
assignments to course
purposes in enough detail.
Including this information in the
syllabus helps students
understand their academic
responsibilities for the
semester. It also reduces
unwelcome surprises and
helps students understand
your assignments. Some
faculty may wish to meet with
the class several times before
specifying all of the course
assignments. In this way,
student characteristics may be
incorporated into the course
planning. The course calendar
lets both the instructor and the
student plan the semester's
work.

41

Student Assignments and

Purpose

Readings

Papers

Required documentation
style, if any

Tests/quizzes

Projects

Laboratories

Clinics

Field experiences

Relationship of course goals
to assignments'

Relationship of specific
objectives to assignments*

Calendar

Dates

Dates

Dates

Dates

for major assignments

for exams/quizzes

for projects

for vacations

Dates fr,r field trips c.; special

'Items seldom included, but
important to communicate
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Textbooks

After tuition, textbooks may
represent the greatest
academic cost to students.
Instructors find textbooks
important not only as sources
of information but as aids to
help students organize
information. By describing the
text in relation to course
purpose, the instructor
communicates to the student
its role in the instructional
process.

Title(s)

Author(s)

Edition

Publisher

Where textbook is available

Estimated price of textbook

Availability of textbook in
library or on reserve

Reason tex bock was
chosen`

'Item seldom included, but
important to communtcate.



Supplementary Readings

Many instructors find it
necessary to supplement the
textbook with additional
readings for a number of
reasons. Readings may be
more contemporary than
textbooks, they may provide
additional depth of coverage
for certain topics, they may
acquaint students with original
research, and they may
provide information about local
issues or topics. Instructors
may wish to indicate how they
will use the text and
supplementary readings (i.e.,
as a basis for lectures, as
supplements to lectures, or as
a basis for examinations).

SUPPLEMENTARY READINGS

Required readings

Recommended readings

Location of supplementary
readings

Course pack availability

Readir gs keyed to student
abilities/interests

Availability of instructor's
library



Methods of Instruction

Faculty may wish to desci ibe
their teaching techniques,
indicating their relation to
course goals and student
learning. By providing such a
statement, teachers help
students to become aware of
their responsibilities as
learners. Will they be actively
engaged in the teaching
process or will their role be
passive? Students may also
see that the methods used by
their instructor foster certain
objectives such as increasing
student independence or
opening channels of student-
faculty communication.

:1

Description of instructional
techniques'

Rationale for instructional
techniques"

Description of class format
(lecture, lecture/discussion,
seminar, etc.)

How techniques foster active
involvement'

How techniques include two-
way communication'

How techniques foster
student iiidependence*

How techniques achieve
other specified goals'

'Items seldom ineidcrt. but
important to communicate



Student Feedback and
Grading Procedures

Students are always
concerned about how they will
be evaluated and graded.
Descriptions of these
procedures will reduce
ambiguity about the grading
process. Also, instructors
might describe the kind of
learning indicators they use as
a basis for evaluation.

FEEDBACK & GRADING

Feedback to Students

Grading system*

Learning expectations*

Non-grading feedback

Policies on assignments/
tests /makeups'

Policies on attendance/
incompletes

Electronic conferencing
feedback

Extra credit policies

Indicators of Student Learning

Ouizzes/tests

Papers

Attendance

Face/body language

Class participation. questions

Discussions after class

Office visits

'lions seldom included, but
important to communicate.



Learning Facilities and
Resources for Students

Many students, even those
well along in their college
programs, may not be aware
of available campus resources.
Sometimes students need to
be instructed in the use of
these resources and how to
facilitate educational progress
in general or in a specific
course.

4 .;
I. . ,

Library policies

Learning-assistance policie 3

Laboratory policies

Computer availability and
policies

Reasons for using
resources'

item seldom included, but
important to communicate.



Examples of Goals and Objectives

The following examples of goals and objectives were taken from
syllabi of instructors teaching introductory college courses.

English Composition

The course objectives ,,re to help students:

a. Acquire habits of accuracy and clarity in composing
sentences and paragraphs

h. Understand and demonstrate the organi:athonal (-concepts
1( us and development in writin C.svap

c. Establish familiarity with the nartatie, descriptive,
eApository. and arglant writhe form.% of writing

d. Develop a facility fon the critical reading and thinking
nervssary for college 11'0/k

English Literature

lily goal as an instructor ,s to eApose Wit 10a Wide Variety of
some of the best literature tier written, 1'' help you read it
accurately. to discuss it ith ,kou at ways that .you find relevant.
and to stimulate .frtillftil spec tilation On the interpretation of
hanlan e %perience offered If% In the literature. I hope. thereby.
to an sow interest in larra114i, as a 11',.-1 of enriching
your own e tperion.e of file.

American History

By the end of Ihe course you slitrltftl base developed your
ability to think dearly and critic ally, to ask significant
questions. to read and interpret historical inaterials
intelligently. and to etpress your ideas in a logical, coneise
Manner



Sociology

The course has four central goals. The first is to provide a
basic knwledsze about ttSpeCIN 01 comemponiry life in major
industrial societies, including Britain. Sweden, ranee. Japan.
and the Sotet Ilnion. Second. the course will be concerned
throughout with the usefulness of the concept of "modern
soiet." Is then' .such a fOrm. toward vibih all industrial
societies (WC COtiVerging? Or are there simly turioras and
diverse industrial societies...) third, as. We examine
and differences among specific NI whiles, skill in c omparatie
analysis should he developed. And finally. .since throughout
the e0141,SC 4C also will be asking how eac h of the Not ietie.s,
and all Of theni. differ from- or are similar 1 -411C (Wiled
States, inCreilAed Understanding of MO' oWn .S0elay will he
achieved.

Mathematics

171C .student t.s Cipeeted to develop,

I An understanding of the properties of the real number
Av.% tern

Facility with the manipulative aspects. of 0 let(It1041.1' otr
polytionlittl.S rind rational epre.ssic its

I .1 ,/ !Mt it't nth 11 ft the Idea S of II( In 1111(1 iphing

.s.V.%IC1VA of lineal egtiallonA, .sy.Ntem.s of
itletptalttle, and tilladratir equataws

!Competence In appropriate roblem-solving skills.. and an
appreciation of a tatiet of apinocic hes to problem .solvitis.:



APPENDIX A

Biology

Course goals.

I. To show: similarity among all living things...11w
interrelationships of .organisms: their need for a healthy
ent'll'OnMela and 0111" cOliCelll to Illallaa111

%o plot 1de. 1)(1.6' lab Skills: background for advanced
t'0111-Ne.N.

3. To develop curiosity and interest in wading .science

Nursing

Upon rim/Merin,/ of this course. the student will be able to

I IdentitV is.sues and trends as they pertain to nursing'S
posi/io as a health Cale

IdentilY the Instorical development of nursing

Aline lhe !Ole) and l'esp011.0)11111e.S of the (11-01eNSional
nuns e

ReC0g111:e roles
r0M0110tit

oth health rare professionals in the

r

I1 Iii.S(.115.5 Ilk' /Mph / of r111Te1lt nursing issues i///ri trelltIS
147011 lalf.S111g prat tic



The purpose of this class is to introduce you to the many fiweis
of the free enterprise system and of the businesses that operate
within it. Since it is the first course in business, Introduction to
Business is not going to lets * .1'011 "Cl'erVIlling you always
wanted to know about business but were afraid to ask.- It is
anticipated , though. that through your experiences in this
course. you will gain a better understanding of what private
enterprise is all about and what is included in each °I'M('
several academic areas of study in business at institutions of
higher learning such as the one you are attending. It is hoped
that this improved understanding will increase your
appreciation of the free enterprise system and will assist yon in
planning both V014/- at'ashwtie program and future career,

) r



APPENDIX B

Educational Beliefs

(Modified from Eisner & Valance, 1974)

Social Change

In general, the purpose of education is to make the world a better
place for all of us. Students must be taught to understand that they
play a key role in attaining this goal. To do this, I organize my
course to relate its content to c iiitemporary social issues. By
studying content which reflects real life situations, students learn to
adapt to a changing society and to intervene where necessary.

Etizctive Thinking

The main purpose of education is to teach students how to think
effectively. As they interact with course content, students must
learn general intellectual skills such as observing, classifying,
analyzing, and synthesizing. Such skills, once acquired, can
transfer to other situations. in this way, students gain intellectual
autonomy.

Systematic Instruction

Whatever the specific course purpose, effective teaching demands
that instructors attend closely to instructional processes. Goals and
objectives should be clearly specified and course procedures
should be systematically designed to achieve the objectives. In
part, my success as an instructor depends on the degree to which
students achieve the objectives by the end of the course.

Pragmatic Considerations

The purposes of education and the types of ideas and skills that
students are to learn are determined for the most part by the
college mission and available resources. Within these parameters,
I try to help students see the value of education. I would change
significantly the way I arrange the content of my course if I had
more flexibility.



Personal Enrichment

I organize my course so that students have a series of personally
enriching experiences. To meet this broad objective, I select
content which allows students to discover themselves as unique
individuals and, thus, acquire personal autonomy. I discuss
appropriate activities and content with students in an effort to
individualize the course.

Great Ideas/Traditional Concepts

In my judginent, education should emphasize the great products
and discoveries of the human mind. Thus. I select content from my
field to cover the major ideas and concepts that important thinkers
in the discipline have illuminated. I consider my teaching
successful if students are able to demonstrate both breadth and
depth of knowledge in my field.

Vocational Goals

Education should provide students with knowledge and skills that
enabe them to earn a living and contribute to society's production.
I believe a fundamental role for me as an instructor is to help
students achieve their vocational goals.

Value Development

Whatever the curriculum, it should help students clarify their beliefs
and values and thus achieve commitment and dedication to guide
their lives. For me, the deve!opmeit of values is an educational
outcome as important as acquisition of subject knowledge in the
field I teach.



Alternatives for Sequencing Material

(Modified from Posner & Strike, 1976)

Structurally-Based Sequence

In planning my course, I organize the material so that it is
consistent with the way relationships in my field occur or exist in the
world. For example, I may use patterns such as: spatial
relationships, chronological relationships, physical relationships, or
other natural occurrences.

Conceptually-Based Sequence

In planning my course, I generally organize units around major
ideas or concepts of the field so that understanding of these
concepts evolves in a manner that represents important
relationships. I am likely to organize material in patterns such as
one of the following: (1) relationships of classes and groups of
objects or phenomena; (2) relationships of theory to application of
theory to application of theory, of rule to example, or evidence to
conclusion; (3) relationships that proceed from simplest ideas to
ideas of more precision, complexity, and/or abstractness; (4)
relationships of logical sequence in which one idea is necessary to
comprehend the next.

Knowledge Creation Sequence

In planning my course, I generally organize material according to
the way in which knowledge has been created in my field. I tend to
structure the course around the processes of generating,
discovering, or verifying knowledge. Therefore, I typically include
as primary foci of the course topics such as: (1) ways or drawing
valid inferences and (2) ways in which scholars in my field discover
relationships.

c-



APPENDIX C

Learning-Based Sequence

In planning my course, I generally organize the material according
to what I know about how students learn. For example, I may
organize material according to one or more principles such as:
(1) students should first learn skills that are likely to be useful in
later learning; (2) students should encounter familiar ideas and
simple phenomena before those that are more unfamiliar and
complex; (3) students should understand an idea or concept before
attempting to interpret and use it; or (4) students should encounter
material geared to their readiness to learn.

Knowledge Utilization Sequence

In planning my courses, I organize the material in ways that will
help students use it in social, personal, or career settings. Thus, I
create problem-solving situations and encourage students to take
responsibility for solving real life problems in a logical and
organized fashion. Since it is not always possible to know the
specific problems students will face, or the skills they will need, I try
to select course material so that students encounter broad problem-
solving strategies that may be useful in their lives and careers.

Pragmatic Sequence

In planning my cause, I organize materials to take advantage of
opportunities and minimize existing constraints. A variety of
opportunities for learning exist on campus and in the community but
in planning a course the instructor must attend to such factors as
time of year, length of the term, spacing of vacations, type of
classrooms and laboratories available, class size, and the beliefs
and motivations of the students. As a result of these opportunities
and constraints, the way I arrange the content of my course varies
considerably from time to time.

r.



Vocational Instruction

In planning my course, I organize materials in ways that will help
students attain knowledge and skills needed in their chosen
careers. My familiarity with the practice field and the needs of
potential employers provides important guidance in arranging
course content.

Value Development

In planning my course, I organize material in ways that will help
students clarify and become committed to values and beliefs. I

tend to structure the course around issues such as dilemmas,
ethical problems, or value dimensions that I know have implications
for students as they try to lead a fulfilling and exemplary life.



APPENDIX D

Rationale for SelEcting Content

Stuc3nts find the material enjoyable to learn

The material is an important c' fundamental concept
in my discipline

1-1 Students readily learn the materials

El The material is useful in solving problems or making decisions

Ll The material helps students to integrate their ideas into a
cumulative knowledge base

T1 The material is based on or related to research or inquiry
in my discipline

E] The material stimulates students in their search for meaning

{1 The material encourages students to do more investigation on
their own

L I The material interrelates fundamental and lower level concepts
into broader abstractions and principles

r
v,0 K;



Possible Definitions of Disciplines

(Modified from Dressel & Marcus, 1982)

A mode of inquiry

11 A n interrelated set of interests and values

[I] A set of skills to be mastered

[1 A set of skills to be applied

[1 A set of objects or phenomena that humans have tried to explain

A group of individuals who share common interest in trying to
understand the world

r] An organized body of knowledge

I -1 A set of interrelated concepts and operations

Li O ther (list)
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